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Abstract
We propose Vigil-KV, a hardware and software co-designed
framework that eliminates long-tail latency almost perfectly
by introducing strong latency determinism. To make Get la-
tency deterministic, Vigil-KV first enables a predictable la-
tency mode (PLM) interface on a real datacenter-scale NVMe
SSD, having knowledge about the nature of the underlying
flash technologies. Vigil-KV at the system-level then hides
the non-deterministic time window (associated with SSD’s
internal tasks and/or write services) by internally scheduling
the different device states of PLM across multiple physical
functions. Vigil-KV further schedules compaction/flush oper-
ations and client requests being aware of PLM’s restrictions
thereby integrating strong latency determinism into LSM KVs.
We implement Vigil-KV upon a 1.92TB NVMe SSD proto-
type and Linux 4.19.91, but other LSM KVs can adopt its
concept. We evaluate diverse Facebook and Yahoo scenar-
ios with Vigil-KV, and the results show that Vigil-KV can
reduce the tail latency of a baseline KV system by 3.19×
while reducing the average latency by 34%, on average.

1 Introduction

Log-structured Merge Key-Value stores (LSM KVs) such as
RocksDB [1] and LevelDB [2] are widely adopted in diverse
computing domains to handle large-scale data thanks to their
simplicity, scalability, and high-performance [3–10]. LSM
KVs are also used in many production environments to offer
large-scale storage whose capacity is beyond main memory
subsystems to latency-sensitive applications. For example,
Facebook uses RocksDB as the storage engine of an SQL
database, which is used for social graph processing [11–14].
This type of application considers the query latency (e.g., Get)
of each social action (e.g., view profile, list friends, etc.) as a
first-class citizen. In particular, managing long-tail latency of
reads (and latency consistency) is a matter of meeting diverse
user demands and service-level agreements (SLA) [15–17].

However, we observe that the long-tail read latency of the
Facebook scenario is 10.4× worse than normal read oper-

ations, making the user experience inconsistent. The main
contributor to this long-tail latency is device-level SSD la-
tency, not software or operating system (OS); the execution
times of all the software, including storage stack and user
application, account for only 13% of the long-tail latency
(99.9th percentile). We will give a detailed analysis of this
in Section 3.1. The long-tail latency mainly comes from I/O
interferences caused by two different levels of internal tasks:
i) LSM KV’s internal tasks and ii) SSD’s internal tasks. LSM
KVs periodically perform internal tasks such as compaction
and flushing for their persistence and effectiveness [18–21].
The compaction merges data from the lower to a higher level
of their LSM tree, whereas the flush writes the in-memory
buffer back to the underlying storage in securing more space
to buffer and making the buffered data persistent. Since the
write operations of these internal tasks exhibit long latency
and often stall all incoming requests, many prior studies (e.g.,
TRIAD [22], PebblesDB [23], and SILK [24]) reschedule
additional writes of the internal tasks and serve them at fu-
ture idle times. These LSM KVs would reduce the latency
inconsistency imposed by the internal tasks to some extent,
but we observe that they lead to serious side-effects, which
deteriorate read services and increase memory footprints sig-
nificantly (cf. Section 3.2).

Even with an ideal case of abolishing all the LSM KV’s
internal tasks, the long-tail read latency cannot be eliminated
because of SSD’s internal tasks such as DRAM caching/flush-
ing [25–30], garbage collections [31–39], and read-reclaiming
[40–44]. For example, even in cases where LSM KV solely
reads the underlying SSD at a certain period, it exhibits long
latency on the reads since the SSD internally flushes the
buffered/cached data to its backend storage. Similarly, at any
given time, a garbage collection or read-reclaiming can intro-
duce a set of reads and writes, which also prevent the incoming
requests from being serviced. Note that these internal tasks
are scheduled by the underlying SSD firmware, which makes
the read latency behaviors non-deterministic at the user-level
and increases the latency significantly (cf. Section 2.2).

In this work, we propose Vigil-KV, a hardware and soft-
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ware co-design to eliminate the long-tail latency of LSM KVs
and make their read services consistently deterministic. Vigil-
KV hardware offers a scheduling interface to remove SSD’s
internal tasks, whereas its software is designed toward elim-
inating the overhead imposed by LSM KV’s internal tasks
without delaying compaction or flushing in-memory buffer
at idle times. To this end, we advocate a predictable latency
mode (PLM) interface, which is recently added to the stan-
dard NVMe protocol [45]. We enable the brand-new interface
on a high-performance NVMe SSD and enforce the read la-
tency deterministic on a specific time window. Obviously,
PLM cannot deliver the latency consistency indefinitely since
SSD’s internal tasks are essential to managing the reliabil-
ity and persistence of the backend’s storage media. For the
host’s finer PLM scheduling, Vigil-KV hardware also imple-
ments NVMe’s NVM set features by internally partitioning
the storage volume into multiple functions.

While PLM has great potential to eliminate the long-tail la-
tency of LSM KVs by having a closer collaboration between
a host and storage, there are several constraints that have not
been analyzed in the literature yet. Specifically, PLM relies
two essential scheduling components, deterministic window
(DTWIN) and non-deterministic window (NDWIN). DTWIN
is the time window to offer predictable latency, whereas ND-
WIN is not. This work reveals three important characteristics
of PLM, which should be considered when the host commu-
nicates with the underlying SSD to achieve the latency con-
sistency: i) write-free on DTWIN ii) fair-scheduling for PLM
windows, iii) device lockdown constraint. First, DTWIN can
be guaranteed only if there is no write request in a DTWIN
period. The reason behind this DTWIN’s write-free con-
straint is that, even though PLM supports the latency con-
sistency by removing SSD’s internal tasks at DTWIN, it can-
not completely eliminate the stalls caused by online write
requests coming from clients. Second, as SSD’s internal tasks
should be performed at some point, the longest-serving time
of DTWIN is determined at design time, and NDWIN should
be preserved and appropriately scheduled before jumping in
DTWIN. Lastly, the host curbs I/O requests when the under-
lying SSD transits from NDWIN to DTWIN. This is because
the transition requires a make-ready time, which must not be
interrupted by any other I/O activities (i.e., device lockdown).

Based on the restrictions that we observe, the software part
of Vigil-KV classifies the requests of LSM KVs at runtime
and carefully assigns them to appropriate PLM time windows
through our device state scheduling. This device state and
request scheduling can make the latency of client-side I/O
requests deterministic and have no long-tail all the time. To
this end, we introduce a PLM driver atop Vigil-KV hardware,
which manages all the device states across different NVM
sets but makes them visible as a single storage volume. This
driver makes sure that there are always n−1 NVM sets having
DTWIN (where n is the total number of data NVM sets) while
allowing an NVM set to schedule SSD’s internal task via ND-

WIN. During the device state management, it also takes into
account the fair-scheduling and lockdown constraints such
that a kernel-level scheduler can focus on assigning the I/O
requests based on the condition of given PLM time windows.
Specifically, Vigil-KV’s kernel-level scheduler packs all I/O
activities coming from LSM KV’s internal tasks into NDWIN
(scheduled by the PLM driver), which takes the overhead of
all the internal tasks off the critical path in I/O services. In
addition, it makes all the incoming read requests (heading to
the NDWIN-scheduled set) non-blocking, inspired by a novel
memory/storage array-level technique [46–49]. The kernel-
level scheduler detects the read requests targeting an NVM
set (configured with NDWIN) and directly serves the corre-
sponding data without touching it at all. Since there are n−1
NVM sets with DTWIN at an any given time (invisible to the
host clients), the scheduler can collect data from them within
the deterministic time window and reconstruct the requested
data (with the help of the PLM driver) thereby making the
target SSD latency consistent constantly.

Even though the Vigil-KV driver and thread can put all
the internal tasks into NDWIN and isolate them from the
client reads, they unfortunately fail to meet the write-free
constraint. This is because of additional writes for providing
atomicity and durability at the system-level (e.g., journaling).
Since these writes can interfere with the reads on DTWIN, we
dedicate an NVM set for the metadata management dealing
with the write-ahead log (WAL) and file system journaling. To
this end, we have a minor modification of RocksDB (but other
LSM KVs can adopt its concept) to give a different priority
to each process based on their nature of I/O activities. This
technique can address the write-free constraint and make the
target SSD be in all DTWIN for client requests consistently.

We prototype Vigil-KV hardware on a 1.92TB Datacenter-
scale NVMe SSD, while implementing Vigil-KV software
using Linux 4.19.91 and RocksDB 6.23.0. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper that implements the PLM
interface in a real SSD and makes the read latency of LSM
KVs deterministic in a hardware-software co-design manner.
We evaluate six Facebook and Yahoo scenarios, and the results
show that Vigil-KV can reduce the tail latency of a baseline
KV system by 3.19× while reducing the average latency on
Get services by 34%, on average.

2 Preliminaries

We will explain RocksDB as representative of LSM KVs in
this section. We will also explain the internal tasks of LSM
KV and SSD in detail and analyze the challenges imposed by
those two different levels of internal tasks.

2.1 Log-Structured Merge KV Stores
Figure 1a explains the major data structure and corresponding
operations of RocksDB. RocksDB maintains all information
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(a) Structure. (b) Internal tasks. (c) Example.

Figure 1: Log-Structured Merge KV Stores.

in the log-structured merge (LSM) tree consisting of two
separate structures, each of which is optimized to volatile
memory and block storage. The in-memory data structure,
called Memtable, holds data before turning their state into per-
sistent in an unsorted manner. Memtables allow users/clients
to quickly update by serving the requests from the memory
(rather than storage). The storage data structure manages key
and value (KV) pairs, which are managed in an immutable
form of sorted string table files (SSTFiles). SSTFiles are
maintained in hierarchical levels, each being denoted by L0
(level-0), L1 (level-1), ..., LK (level-K).
Client operations. RocksDB supports various query services
such as Put (writes), Get (reads), Delete, and Scan. Since the
majority of the queries are Put and Get, this work focuses
on those two operations. Users’ Put requests are inserted to
a Memtable as a KV pair by RocksDB if the Memtable is
mutable, meaning that it has available room to update. In de-
fault, RocksDB maintains two Memtables, each taking 64MB
spaces, which are the same as the size of logfiles; we will
explain this in detail with LSM KV’s internal tasks (i.e., flush
and compaction) shortly. If there is no available space in a
Memtable, RocksDB locks down and changes its state from
mutable to immutable, which does not allow further updates.
RocksDB then places another Memtable for the next Put re-
quests while writing the data of the immutable Memtable to
L0 by converting the Memtable to an SSTFile in the back-
ground. Since it is important to secure Memtable(s) in mem-
ory as soon as possible, turning a Memtable into L0 is per-
formed in an unsorted and out-of-order manner. Thus, L0 can
contain multiple SSTFiles associated with the same key. Later,
the SSTFiles at L0 are migrated into a lower level of storage
space (L1) by LSM KV’s internal tasks.

On the other hand, Get requests accompany a series of reads
the value associated with a given key. RocksDB first searches
the key in Memtables and serves the value if there is. In cases
where it fails to find the key in the Memtables, RocksDB scans
all the SSTFiles residing in L0 and searches for the key. This
is because the files are stored in an unsorted way, and it can
be possible for L0 to have multiple SSTFiles corresponding
to the given key. If RocksDB cannot find the key at L0, it goes
L1 and searches again. Since L1’s SSTFiles are compacted
from L0, each file contains a unique key, making RocksDB
faster to search the target KV pair. Note that the unsorted data
structure of L0 allows RocksDB to quickly secure in-memory

(a) DRAM flush. (b) Garbage collection. (c) Read reclaim.

Figure 2: SSD internal tasks.

buffers, thereby preventing Put against stalls, but it introduces
many storage accesses (reads) on Get services.
Internal tasks. Figure 1b illustrates the detailed procedure
of LSM KV’s internal tasks and major software components
associated with the tasks. While Memtables are well designed
toward taking performance advantage of volatile memory
media, their data can be lost when there is a power failure.
To make the KV pairs in the buffer persistent and durable,
RocksDB writes the KV pair as a form of logfiles to a desig-
nated area in the underlying storage, called write-ahead log
(WAL) before its Memtable update. Writing WAL (per re-
quest) is performed as a synchronous operation bypassing the
page cache of the underlying file system for crash consistency
control. Since it is a time-consuming task, RocksDB employs
another internal buffer, called write group existing in front
of Memtables. In the meantime, it checks the space utiliza-
tion of Memtables and L0, and if there is no available space,
Rocks DB enqueues flush and/or compaction tasks item to
reclaim a Memtable and an L0 SSTFile, respectively. These
items include an appropriate pointer for the space reclaiming,
which is all performed by RocksDB’s background threads.
For a Memtable flush, the internal task checks all the keys in
a Memtable, builds an SSTFile, and flushes the SSTFile to L0.
In cases of an L0 compaction, its internal task selects a target
SSTFile. Consider Figure 1c as an example, the SSTFile’s
key ranges from 60 to 120. The task also picks L1’s SSTFiles
whose keys are associated with the compaction target’s keys
(e.g., two L1 SSTFiles, each having 80∼90 and 100∼140,
in the figure). It then performs a merge sort by checking up
all entries of three SSTFiles and letting only the latest infor-
mation remain, which generates a new L1’s SSTFile. Lastly,
RocksDB synchronously writes the new SSTFile and removes
the three old SSTFiles from the underlying SSD.

2.2 SSD Internal Tasks and Challenges

Internal DRAM flush. Since flash writes are slower than its
reads by order of magnitude, high-performance SSDs employ
a large size of internal DRAM, and their firmware buffers
the writes [25–27, 50]. For example, our baseline NVMe
hardware has 3GB DRAM buffering/caching data. These
buffered writes are periodically flushed to the storage backend
with a specific access pattern in favor of increasing bandwidth.
Thus, even though there is no write at all for a certain period,
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Figure 3: Long tail analysis.

(a) Compaction. (b) Flush.
Figure 4: Limitations internal tasks.

draining the data (buffered previously) can interfere with
incoming read operations. Figure 2a shows the read latency
interfered by SSD’s internal flush; we write a block (64MB) to
SSD before the test and only issue 4KB-sized read requests (in
sequential) without any writes for the test period. As shown in
the figure, the baseline NVMe hardware suffers from massive
latency spikes, which are higher than the typical latency by
7.75× at most, and its latency significantly fluctuates during
the read-only time. This is because the writes introduced by
the internal flush stall the reads until their service completes.

Note that, since the internal flushes are solely managed by
the firmware, host software components cannot unfortunately
control the latency consistency of reads. To remove the latency
fluctuation analyzed above, it requires a tight collaboration
between the host and firmware.
Garbage collection. Flash also has unique device-level char-
acteristics such as erase-before-write and asymmetric I/O
granularity for read/write and erase [51–54]. Because of this
nature, SSD’s firmware writes incoming data into a free block
(erased in advance) instead of its actual location. While this
address remapping (translation) for out-of-updates makes
flash compatible with the existing block devices, it needs
to perform a garbage collection (GC) if there is no free block
[31, 38, 55, 56]. Since GCs are performed on the basis of a
flash block containing hundreds of pages, the valid data resid-
ing in the target block(s) should be safely migrated into a new
location of a block. This internal task introduces block erase
operations even longer than the flash writes and many read-
s/writes for the migration. It exhibits long latency and stalls
many incoming requests before completing the task. Figure
2b shows the read latency while performing GCs (from 195
sec). In this test, reads exhibit sustainable latency (16.2 us),
but their latency sharply increases and reaches as high as 9.8
ms once GCs begin.

While these internal tasks significantly hamper the read
performance, all their activities are essential to secure more
available rooms for further requests and manage the reliability
of the storage backend, which cannot be simply removed or
scheduled by host-side software modules.
Read-reclaiming. Flash is very well optimized for read ser-
vices at the low-level [57–60], but a read-only scenario can
also introduce additional data migration and block erase oper-
ations in certain circumstances. Specifically, when one keeps

reading out a set of pages in a block without an erase, it
stresses the block even without any writes and affects all data
residing in the block together. This read disturbance unfor-
tunately increases error rates often beyond the coverage that
parity-check codes (e.g., ECC [61–64] and LDPC [65–68])
can correct [69–72]. To address the read disturbance issue,
the underlying firmware needs to periodically reset (erase)
the block(s) being intensively touched over the past period.
Once the firmware erases the block, its internal state returns
back to the nominal state, such that the block can endure the
stress imposed by subsequent reads again. To erase the block,
it requires reading the existing data on the target and copy-
ing all of them to a new block. As shown in Figure 2c, this
internal task, called read reclaiming [69], can deteriorate the
read performance seriously. In this test, we intensively read
a set of specific blocks four times as a precondition and read
them again in a random I/O pattern. One can observe from
the figure that the read latency affected by the read reclaim-
ing reaches as high as 2.5 ms, which is 32× longer than the
typical cases.

Even with the ideal situation that only utilizes the under-
lying SSDs as read-dedicated storage, this long-tail latency
imposed by the read reclaiming are inevitable, and thus, it is
necessary to devise new interface and firmware assistance to
get them off the critical path in LSM KV’s read services.

3 Motivation and Related Work

3.1 Long-tail Latency on Reads
Figure 3a shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
Get latency for diverse RockDB usage scenarios of Facebook
[12, 73] and Yahoo [74]. In this evaluation, we use RocksDB
6.23 [1] on a baseline 1.92TB NVMe hardware that we will
modify in Section 4.1 and use for all the remaining tests.
This baseline employs 3GB internal DRAM and includes 64
TLC NAND flash (64 layers), which are connected to eight
different channels. The detailed environment descriptions are
the same as what we used for Section 7.
Significance of long-tail latency. Thanks to the low device-
level latency of flash, the nominal performance trend of them
is similar to each other; all their Get latencies are under 200us.
However, the Get latencies reach a few ms from three nine
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(P99, 99.9th percental), and all their latencies increase com-
pared to the normal Get latency as high as 15.7×. The main
reason why this long-tail latency is observed across all the
RockDB usage scenarios that we test does not stem from
database or kernel computation but heavy storage accesses.
To be precise, we also decompose the execution time of
UserDB, Facebook’s social graph data processing workload
[12, 73], into Get’s storage latency (Storage), client compu-
tation times (App), database latency (RocksDB), and kernel
latencies (Kernel). As shown in Figure 3b, the computation
of LSM KV’s software stack does not sit on a critical path in
the Get long-tail latency, but Storage takes 87% of the total
execution time thereby dominating Get service times at the
tails. While the computation of latency of software stack is
well balanced with Storage (taking half of the total execu-
tion time), LSM KV’s heavy I/O requests sharply increase the
faction of Storage when it should reclaim Memtables and/or
SSTFiles.
Internal tasks’ performance impacts. Figure 3c shows a
time series analysis for the UserDB workload and compares
its read characteristic with an ideal Get-only workload, which
exhibits I/O patterns the same as UserDB but removes all Put
queries from its execution. One can observe from this analysis
that, when RocksDB flushes Memtable (at 596K index), the
baseline read latency increases from 147us to 2.97ms, and
the read latency does not return for a while. Similarly, once
RocksDB begins to compact SSTFiles, it introduces many
reads and writes to merge KV pairs, which unfortunately
block incoming Get requests thereby exhibiting 30× longer
latency than the normal cases. Note that the latency of reads
being performed in parallel with WAL is not that significant
(compared to flush and compaction), but WAL also makes the
Get latency 10.6× worse than the usual cases.

3.2 Scheduling Internal Tasks

Challenges of system-level approaches. There are many
studies [4, 5, 7–10, 15, 16, 18–20, 22–24] that try to address
the performance degradation imposed by RocksDB’s internal
tasks, such as TRIAD [22], PebblesDB [23], and SILK [24].
There are variant optimization points across these approaches,
but their proposals in general reschedule or delay flush and
compaction into idle or other available times, thereby remov-
ing the long-tail latency. While these system-level approaches
can hide the read/write overhead imposed by LSM KV’s in-
ternal tasks to some extent, they cannot remove the long-tail
latency on Get services because of unavailability to handle
SSD’s internal tasks and side-effects raised by their schedul-
ing. Specifically, postponing the compaction removes the
suspending time for incoming Put services, but it enforces
LSM KV’s L0 accumulatively accommodate SSTFiles with-
out a data migration to L1, thereby increasing the Get latency.
Figure 4a compares two tail latency trends on Gets, each be-
ing served with and without compaction rescheduling. The

Get tail latency is sustainably managed when RocksDB com-
pacts SSTFiles at the right time (lower than 1 ms), but its
tail latency served with the delayed compaction keeps in-
creasing and reaches 3.1 ms, which is 3.6× longer than the
no-scheduling case of RockDB compactions. This is because
Get services require searching the appropriate values (paired
with input keys) from the beginning to the end of RocksDB’s
L0. Since the SSTFiles on L0 are not sorted, the KV searching
introduces many outstanding reads thereby increasing the tail
latency.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4b, the delayed
flush of RocksDB also increases the Get tail latency as high
as 27.4×. The reason why the Get tail latency looks more
severe than the rescheudled compaction is that delaying
Memtable flush gobbles up all the in-memory spaces, allo-
cated to Memtable management. Thus, the writes of RocksDB
are all stalled until it secures a Memtable, which in turn makes
the read service suspended seriously.
Device-level latency determinism and limits. The afore-
mentioned SSD’s internal tasks are well-known challenges to
exhibit serious performance drop and long latency [31–44, 75–
77]. Since the internal tasks are invoked in an arbitrary time
period, they render many productions in diverse computing
domains difficult to deploy latency-critical applications in the
environment. Recently, the standard NVMe protocol intro-
duces the predictable latency mode (PLM) interface in an
attempt to make the latency predictable and deterministic.
PLM proposes that SSDs operate in either a deterministic
performance window (DTWIN) or a non-deterministic perfor-
mance window (NDWIN). Based on the NVMe specification
[45], NDWIN is the time period to prepare the next DTWIN.

Note that PLM interface is simply a part of interface proto-
col, which does not enforce specific requirements or design
details for the guarantee of deterministic latency. While this
young interface presents blueprints on how to handle the un-
predictable SSD behaviors in a well-managed manner, PLM
is in practice a just best-effort contract, which only supports
soft latency determinism. For example, we cannot make the
underlying SSD always appropriately work with DTWIN be-
cause SSD’s internal tasks for hiding the flash characteristics
are inevitable to invoke. Even in the ideal case where the
underlying hardware hides all the SSD’s internal tasks with
its maximum efforts, the latency determinism can be easily
broken according to how the host-side LSM KV behaves at
anytime. To support strong latency determinism, it is neces-
sary to have a close collaboration between the host-side LSM
KVs and the underlying storage.

4 High-level View of Vigil-KV

The main goal of this work is to secure an LSM KV system
that has no long-tail latency on Get services to make their
read performance deterministic and consistent. As this strong
latency determinism is infeasible to achieve by scheduling
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either only LSM KV’s or SSD’s internal tasks alone, Vigil-KV
takes a hardware and software co-design approach. Specifi-
cally, Vigil-KV hardware is designed towards offering basic
scheduling blocks that allow the host to integrate strong la-
tency determinism into the LSM KV. On the other hand, the
software part of Vigil-KV classifies the requests of LSM KVs
at runtime and carefully assigns them to appropriate by fully
utilizing the scheduling blocks that the underlying hardware
provides. This hardware and software co-design approach
can make the latency of client-side Get queries consistently
deterministic and have no long-tail all the time.

4.1 Hardware Support for Fine-Granular Per-
formance Windows

PLM interfaces. As shown in Table 1, Vigil-KV hardware
implements and provides a set of PLM interfaces that allow
the host-side Vigil-KV software to precisely schedule the de-
vice states. The functionalities that our PLM interfaces offer
are largely classified into three: i) PLM setup (PLMConfig()),
ii) NDWIN and DTWIN configuration (PLMWindow()), and
iii) device log queries (GetLogPage()). The table also in-
cludes how the host-side kernel driver can implement those
three semantics using NVMe feature commands. For exam-
ple, a LSM KV system’s kernel driver can turn on or off the
target storage’s PLM mode by configuring a feature ID (PLM
configuration) and enable flag (on/off) through NVMe’s set-
feature [45]. In similar way, it can simply configure the
performance window of Vigil-KV hardware using PLMWin-
dow(). To query the device state/condition information (that
we will reveal in Section 5.2), the LSM KV system can com-
municate with Vigil-KV hardware through GetLogPage()
simply returning the results into 512B data package, called a
log page. Based on a given performance window information,
Vigil-KV hardware prioritizes NDWIN to perform SSD’s in-
ternal tasks as much as possible, and it guarantees that the
internal tasks are not scheduled in DTWIN. As discussed
in Section 3.2, SSD’s internal tasks cannot permanently be
postponed, we regulate the longest-serving time of DTWIN
and reports it to the host through GetLogPage. In addition,
Vigil-KV hardware defines the minimum time of NDWIN
that should be secured to handle SSD’s internal tasks and
exposes the configuration time to the host via the log page.
Thus, Vigil-KV software can utilize this information by re-
ferring into the log page to schedule performance windows
appropriately.
NVM multi-set architecture. To offer a variety of perfor-
mance scheduling options to the host, our hardware also intro-
duces NVM multi-set, which splits the backend storage into
multiple volumes, each being exposed to the host as a sepa-
rate PCIe physical function. Vigil-KV hardware then enables
the PLM interface to each physical function, called NVM set
and makes them work independently by allocating different
internal logic/cores across the sets. This NVM multi-set archi-

PLM
semantics

NVMe
cmd

Field name
OP

CODE
Feature ID
(CDW10)

NVM Set ID
(CDW11)

Feature Enable
(CDW12)

PLMConfig()

Arg1: SetID
Arg2: Enable

Set
Features

PLM
Config

SetID
Enable
(0: Off,
1: On)

PLMWindow()

Arg1: SetID
Arg2: Enable

Set
Features

PLM
Window

SetID
Enable

(0: NDWIN,
1: DTWIN)

GetLogPage()

Arg1: SetID
Get

Features

Return values
Longest-serving time of DTWIN,

Preserved NDWIN, Device lockdown

Table 1: Vigil-KV hardware.
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Figure 5: Vigil-KV
software.

tecture can grant maximum flexibility to the host-side LSM
KV’s software components, such that they schedule the under-
lying device states (DTWIN and NDWIN) in a finer granular
manner. For example, the LSM KV system can configure
different performance windows within a single NVMe device
by configuring the NVM Set ID of NVMe’s set-feature
(i.e., the codeword 11 of NVMe’s command) differently.

4.2 Software-Defined Strong Latency Deter-
minism for Get services.

Figure 5 shows how Vigil-KV software achieves strong la-
tency determinism by utilizing the finer-granular performance
windows that Vigil-KV hardware provides. It consists of three
major logical components: i) metadata separation, ii) device
state scheduling, and iii) request scheduling.
Managing data, devices, and requests. Vigil-KV software
excludes a physical function from the storage volume and in-
ternally allocates it for metadata management, called meta-set.
PLM of this meta-set is disabled by PLMConfig(), and Vigil-
KV software isolates all WAL and journaling activities from
LSM KV’s regular queries by forwarding the metadata-related
requests to the meta-set. This metadata separation allows the
kv-sets not to be interfered with by the heavy internal writes
for crash consistency management, such that our device state
and request scheduling mechanisms can mainly focus on of-
fering strong latency determinisms for Get services.

On the other hand, the remaining physical functions that
Vigil-KV hardware exposes are allocated to handle incom-
ing LSM KV’s query requests at the kernel-level, which is
referred to as kv-sets. Vigil-KV software then schedules
all the kv-sets device states (i.e., performance windows) to
make n− 1 kv-sets be in DTWIN at any given time (using
PLMWindow()) while allowing NDWIN to be granted to the
underlying kv-sets in a fairly scheduled aspect (round-robin).
n is the total number of physical functions that Vigil-KV can
assign to the SSTFile management. Vigil-KV software classi-
fies LSM KV’s internal tasks and client requests at runtime
and schedules them differently by knowing the underlying de-
vice’s configured performance windows. Specifically, all the
client requests are scheduled to be served from the n−1 kv-
sets, configured with DTWIN. In contrast, Vigil-KV software
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(a) Partitioning. (b) Prototype.

Figure 6: Vigil-KV hardware prototype.

schedules all the requests coming from LSM KV’s internal
tasks with a kv-set, scheduled by NDWIN (if there is), but
regulates the number of the internal tasks’ requests not to
make NDWIN be too much long, thereby having always n−1
kv-sets configured with DTWIN. We will explain the details
of this device state and request scheduling in Section 6.2.
Data reconstruction for NDWIN. Vigil-KV pushes all the
LSM KV’s and SSD’s internal tasks into NDWIN, which are
scheduled across different kv-sets in a round-robin manner.
While handling requests over NDWIN is essential for both
the LSM KV and SSD, the client requests, particularly Get
services, targeting the kv-set scheduled with NDWIN can be
blocked, thereby exhibiting the long-tail latency. To address
this, Vigil-KV encodes parity bits and writes them with inter-
nal tasks at NDWIN. Specifically, when Vigil-KV stores an
SSTFile, it splits the file into multiple chunks and stripes those
chunks across kv-sets at NDWIN. Since we ensure that there
are n−1 kv-sets configured DTWIN at any given moment,
Vigil-KV reads out the data from other kv-sets, reconstructs
the original data, and serves them without touching the ND-
WIN kv-set. This data reconstruction inspired by emerging
“array-level” memory and storage techniques [48, 78–81] can
obviously remove the long tail latency on Get services, but
its reconstruction time can increase the average latency com-
pared to ideal storage making all kv-sets DTWIN consistently.
Thus, Vigil-KV also minimizes NDWIN to avoid unnecessary
data reconstruction at the physical function level. Note that,
as the parity bits are generated per chunk (not per SSTFile) in
our scheme, it does not need to recalculate the parities after
compaction. The details of this technique and implementation
will be described in Section 6.2.

5 Hardware Prototype and Characterizations

5.1 Enabling PLM with NVM Multi-Sets
Partitioning an SSD. Modern SSDs employ many flash
packages, which are connected to multiple embedded cores
through multiple memory buses, called channels. All flash
packages per channel are managed by a specific micro-coded
controller, called flash memory controller (FMC). For exam-
ple, our baseline hardware (SSD) contains eight flash pack-
ages, each containing eight flash memory banks, and all of
them are connected to four cores through eight channels and
FMCs. Since each FMC manages the underlying flash pack-
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Figure 7: PLM and its constraint.

ages in a self-governing manner, we modify the baseline hard-
ware to partition the single storage space into multiple spaces.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 6a, we allocate each core to
every two FMCs and make all the cores work independently
as a (separate) physical function. As each physical function
should not interfere with each other, we also evenly split the
internal DRAM space into multiple spaces, each being allo-
cated to a different physical function. Figure 6b shows our
prototype of Vigil-KV hardware. There are four physical func-
tions, each being able to be indicated by a different identifier
from the host (cf. Table 1’s NVMSet ID). Flash firmware is in-
stantiated per core, such that a physical function performance
is not interfered with by other physical functions.
Integrating PLM. To implement DTWIN, each firmware
of Vigil-KV hardware employs multiple queues, each being
associated with the host command control and internal task
management (Figure 7a). Specifically, the internal job queue
(IJQ) is dedicated to a firmware module that manages address
translation while legacy I/O queues (LIQ) are allocated to the
firmware part that manages the host (NVMe) interface. The
requests in Vigil-KV hardware can be therefore classified into
legacy and internal tasks and served differently using IJQ and
LIQ. Specifically, if a physical function is configured with
DTWIN (using PLMWindow()), our firmware only handles
the requests coming from LIQ and suspends all the requests
of IJQ in both foreground and background. This device can
immediately serve the incoming (client) read requests without
an interruption of SSD’s internal tasks. However, the firmware
cannot suspend the requests of IJQ if there is no room, which
enforces the host schedule DTWIN appropriately. We will
explain this constraint in detail shortly.

5.2 PLM Constraint and Behavior Analysis
DTWIN/NDWIN conditions. While resource partitioning
and queue isolation (IJQ/LIQ) can remove the read latency
spikes imposed by SSD’s internal tasks, unfortunately, mak-
ing deterministic latency consistent is not that simple; it
needs a strong collaboration with the host. First, read ser-
vices on DTWIN suffer interference from a write, which was
buffered in a previous NDWIN state. To eliminate this inter-
ference, Vigil-KV’s firmware explicitly flushes the internal
buffer before jumping into DTWIN and disables the buffer
for further writes in DTWIN. Note that offering DTWIN with
fewer restrictions is the mission that our hardware targets to
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(a) vs. Baseline (b) Fair-scheduling. (c) Isolation.

Figure 8: Performance characterization of prototype.

achieve, but it should not lose any data during I/O services
with DTWIN. Thus, it is necessary to clear the internal buffer
and bypass it before DTWIN and in the middle of DTWIN,
respectively. During the internal buffer flush, the host should
not further write data in order to clearly wipe it out, which
is called device lockdown condition. Figure 7b analyzes the
device lockdown times varying based on how much data were
written in the previous NDWIN. All the workloads that we
tested [12, 74] write tens of MB during NDWIN. it is suffi-
cient for the host to hold the data (if there is) by under 20
ms. Similarly, when there is a write on DTWIN, our hardware
returns the performance window from DTWIN to NDWIN
in order to guarantee strong durability and consistency of the
written data. The host therefore makes sure that there is no
write on DTWIN, called DTWIN’s write-free condition.

DTWIN must also not hurt the current level of reliability
management that the existing flash firmware provides. Specif-
ically, the underlying flash media can be stressed only with
reads even though there is no write or internal task because of
the read disturbance issue (Section 2.2). Thus, Vigil-KV hard-
ware regulates the most extended time window for DTWIN,
called maxDTWIN, by considering the worst case where the
heavy reads on a specific block can corrupt all the page data
therein. Similarly, NDWIN should be continued for a cer-
tain level of the time duration, called minNDWIN, which is
the shortest time to complete SSD’s internal tasks (data mi-
gration and block erases) and the accumulated requests in
IJQ during maxDTWIN. Obviously, these maxDTWIN and
minNDWIN periods are strongly correlated because IJQ is
limited to queue SSD’s internal tasks. By considering this,
the host should schedule DTWIN and NDWIN fairly, called
fair-scheduling condition. Based on preliminary profiles, we
configure maxDTWIN and minNDWIN as 60 and 4 seconds,
respectively.

Note that all these information such as the device lockdown
time, maxDTWIN, and minNDWIN are exposed to the host
through GetLogPage() (cf. Table 1).
Performance characterization and validation. Figure 8a
compares the read latency trends between the baseline device
and our Vigil-KV hardware prototype. While the baseline
device exhibits multiple latency spikes (∼402us), the reads
with Vigil-KV hardware are all served by 74us, on average,
and it is guaranteed for the latency to be under 200us. Note
that, when we change DTWIN to NDWIN by calling PLMWin-
dow() at 128 seconds, the read latency reaches as high as 736
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Figure 9: Implementation of Vigil-KV software stack.

us as SSD’s internal tasks are scheduled in that performance
window correctly. When we schedule DTWIN and NDWIN
one by one (by satisfying the fair-scheduling), as shown in
Figure 8b, the performance behaviors mentioned above are
all guaranteed across multiple DTWINs. At the same time,
the hardware is busy handling the accumulated internal tasks
in NDWIN. Lastly, Figure 8c compares the baseline device
that collocates reads and writes within a single storage space
and Vigil-KV hardware isolating the interference across mul-
tiple physical functions. One can observe from this figure that
the read latency of the baseline device severely fluctuates and
reaches as high as 2 ms. In contrast, the read latency on a phys-
ical function of Vigil-KV hardware is not interfered with by
the writes heading to other physical functions even though we
turned off the PLM interface for the physical function. This is
because we partition each physical function with completely
different resources. Note that Vigil-KV software utilizes this
performance isolation for metadata management, which can
make kv-sets free from managing the write-free condition
in cases of writing WAL and journaling to the underlying
storage.

6 Details of Vigil-KV Software

While there are constraints for PLM management, Vigil-KV
hardware opens the opportunity to schedule performance win-
dows across different physical functions being mapped to
NVM sets in a finer granule manner. Vigil-KV software sep-
arates LSM KV’s internal tasks, including metadata man-
agement from client Get services, and schedules them with
NDWIN having SSD’s internal tasks together. In addition, the
software part of Vigil-KV reconstructs data in cases where it
cannot serve the data because NDWIN services, which can in
turn allow LSM KVs to have DTWIN consistently, providing
strong latency determinism.

6.1 Vigil-KV Stack Implementation

Figure 9 shows the implementation of our Vigil-KV soft-
ware stack. RocksDB connects Vigil-KV hardware through
existing file system interfaces and performs SSTFile-related
services on /dev/kv. Underneath the file systems, we locate
our Vigil-KV driver operating with two kernel threads, reqd
and devd, each scheduling block I/O (bio) requests and our
hardware’s device states, respectively. Vigil-KV driver maps
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(a) Timeline. (b) Equations. (c) Under/Overflow. (d) Dynamic schedule. (e) Example.

Figure 10: Performance window management.

multiple physical functions that Vigil-KV hardware exposes
to different NVM sets (meta-set and kv-sets) at the system’s
initialization. reqd is similar to Linux existing multiple de-
vice md driver for striping data chunks and bios across differ-
ent kv-sets, but it schedules them being aware of underlying
device states. Specifically, reqd ensures the scheduled bio re-
quests satisfy the write-free condition on DTWIN. In addition,
it makes sure that the client’s read requests are not stalled due
to LSM KV’s internal tasks by performing the data reconstruc-
tion on-the-fly. On the other hand, devd schedules the device
states for kv-sets by considering the fair-scheduling condition
and device lockdown time. More details of this device state
scheduling will be explained shortly.

To make read latency predictable, the Vigil-KV driver also
bypasses Linux page cache and block layer, which can make
the read latency fluctuate and/or be difficult to manage to
some extent. For example, Since kv-sets are only managed
internally, the bio structures for kv-sets (e.g., logical block
address and offsets) are different from the bio requests that the
page cache manages. Instead, the Vigil-KV driver employs an
internal buffer, called plm_cache, which buffers bio requests
of kv-sets in a form of Linux stripe list. The plm_cache size
can be configured by the user as a kernel parameter at the boot
time. When reqd schedules the including bio requests to un-
derlying kv-sets, it thus uses stripe requests. Since the Vigil-
KV driver bypasses the page cache, it also offers plm_sync
system call (a variant of file system’s fsyc) to RocksDB. This
plm_sync makes sure that the Vigil-KV driver completely
flushes plm_cache before Memtables, WAL, and SSTFiles
are deleted because of LSM KV’s internal tasks. The reason
why our Vigil-KV driver bypasses the block layer and directly
communicates with the nvme driver is that the block layer’s
bio merging and ordering can break determinism. For exam-
ple, the requests of LSM KV’s internal tasks are scheduled for
NDWIN, but they can be issued at DTWIN by the block layer.
Note that as reqd schedules LSM KV’s internal tasks and
client requests differently, it is required to deliver the priority
information from LSM KV to the Vigil-KV driver. To this end,
we have a minor modification on RocksDB and journaling
block device daemon (jbd2), which can be easily applied to
other LSM KVs. When RocksDB creates background threads,
it calls a system call, ioprio_set that configures I/O priority
as ‘internal task’. ioprio_set delivers the priority by storing
its information into io_context of process control block,

task_struct. Since Get queries and WAL are managed by
all the same thread of RocksDB, we modify WriteImpl()
such that it configures I/O priority as ‘WAL’ by calling io-
prio_set before performing WriteToWAL(). Journaling is
also classified by ioprio_set before committing a transac-
tion (e.g., jbd2_log_do_checkpoint()).

6.2 Performance Window Management

Device state scheduling. As shown in Figure 10a, devd
schedules DTWIN and NDWIN to make sure that there are
always n−1 kv-sets, configured with DTWIN. Therefore, all
the client requests are served from DTWIN or reqd’s data
reconstruction. When devd schedules performance windows
to meet the fair-scheduling and device downtime constraints,
there are two more technical challenges. Even though reqd
reads the data from kv-sets configured with DTWIN, the read
request can be delayed because of the outstanding reads issued
previously and not yet completed. These delayed reads can
be served at NDWIN, which cannot in turn offer the strong
latency determinism. Similarly, the writes issued to NDWIN
can be practically served at DTWIN because of the outstand-
ing writes as well as the time delay caused by SSD’s internal
tasks to some extent. This situation is less desirable than the
former as it can break the write-free condition on DTWIN.

We classify DTWIN and NDWIN more specifically by
considering those two unavailabilities further. DTWIN is
split into ADT (available DTWIN) and UDT (unavailable
DTWIN), and similarly, NDWIN is also separate into avail-
able/unavailable NDWIN (AND/UND). Since UDT and UND
can have such outstanding operations on reqd, devd sched-
ules NDWIN and DTWIN with a time unit as long as
nonDTWIN. nonDTWIN includes UDT, AND, UND, and
the device lockdown time windows (Lockdown), and each
of the windows should satisfy the condition described by
Equations 10b. devd profiles kv-sets’ bandwidth and then
estimates UDT and UND by dividing the total amount of data
volume for the outstanding requests with the read and write
bandwidth of kv-sets, respectively. Note that, in contrast to
the read bandwidth, the write bandwidth on DTWIN can vary.
We thus use the worst-case bandwidth of writes for the UND
estimation.
Dynamic adjustment for NDWIN. When devd controls per-
formance windows of the underlying kv-sets per nonDTWIN
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(=ADT), there are two challenges that it needs to address as
shown in Figure 10c: NDWIN underflow and overflow. In
cases where the amount of internal tasks of LSM KV and/or
SSD at NDWIN, reqd wastes computation for data recon-
struction and can increase the read latency when there is
heavy read traffic; we observed that, when one increases QPS
(queries per second) from 60K to 150K, the read latency in-
creases by 26%, on average. While minimizing the data recon-
struction involvement (NDWIN) is the matter, NDWIN can
break determinism if too many the internal tasks are issued.
We also preliminary evaluated all our workloads and observed
that 48.3% of compaction scheduled at NDWIN (excluding
UDT, UND, and Lockdown) are executed at DTWIN.

As shown in Figure 10d, devd adjusts NDWIN at runtime
to address the underflow and overflow situation. Specifically,
devd begins scheduling NDWIN (per ADT) by setting it as
long as minNDWIN to minimize the involvement of reqd’s
data reconstruction and spreads buffered bio requests (stored
on plm_cache) across different minNDWIN. If the outstand-
ing requests are accumulated more than a threshold, it maxi-
mizes NDWIN to serve LSM KV internal tasks’ I/O as fast as
possible. For example, as shown in Figure 10e, devd exam-
ines reqd’ queues containing outstanding bio requests at the
time epoch 1 (t1). In this case, all the outstanding requests
are served/completed before t2. However, since the requests
associated with LSM KV internal tasks at t3 are not resolved
by t4, devd maximizes NDWIN. Note that, Vigil-KV applies
dynamic NDWIN adjustment for plm_cache by using the
user-defined memory limits as adjustment threshold.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental Setup

Prototype and environments. We implement a prototype
of Vigil-KV hardware on a 1.92TB datacenter-scale NVMe
SSD for research purposes. Vigil-KV hardware employs four
physical functions, and they equally divide the hardware re-
sources such as 3GB LPDDR4 DRAM, eight channels, and
64 TLC NAND flash dies into four. Note that the baseline
hardware is not that different from the Vigil-KV hardware. It
has hardware resources the same as Vigil-KV hardware, but

Short
description.

Get
(%)

Put
(%)

Get
$ hit (%)

Flush
write (GB)

Compaction
write (GB)

FB

UserDB All social graph actions 54 46 25 2.4 8.8
ZippyDB Read ObjStorage meta 42 58 86 8.9 17.5

Y
C

SB

A Log user action 66 34 17 3.6 19.2
B Update/read photo tag 95 5 23 0.2 1.3
D Read latest record 95 5 83 0.5 1.8
F Update user record 74 26 45 3.1 15.6

Table 2: Important characteristics of evaluated workloads.

it only employs a single physical function. We perform the
evaluation on a 12-core AMD Ryzen 9 5900X, 96GB DRAM,
and Vigil-KV hardware by running Vigil-KV software im-
plemented on RocksDB 6.23.0 and Linux 4.19.91. For the
evaluation, we set the size of plm_cache as 2GB.
Workloads. We evaluate six workloads that use an LSM KV
as their backend storage engine. (two from Facebook [12] and
four from Yahoo [74]) For social network services, Facebook
uses UserDB and ZippDB workloads that serve social graph
data and object (e.g., image or video) storage metadata as a
form of key-value, respectively. The key-value cache hit ratio
of UserDB is only 25% due to its irregular key access pattern,
whereas that of ZippyDB is 86% because of its read-latest
characteristics of social contents. Yahoo also provides repre-
sentative LSM KV access patterns of various cloud services,
such as write-intensive (YCSB-A), read-intensive (YCSB-B),
read-latest (YCSB-D), and read-modify-write intensive (YCSB-
F). In the table, also analyze the amount of writes caused by
internal tasks (compaction) during our evaluations.
Configurations. We evaluate six different LSM KV hardware
and software combinations.

• Base [1]: the representative conventional LVM KV (e.g.,
RocksDB) with the baseline hardware.

• SILK [24]: the state-of-the-art software supports of LSM
KV with the baseline hardware.

• PLM: Vigil-KV hardware with a simple driver, which utilizes
the PLM interfaces (cf. Section 4.1).

• I-PLM: based on PLM, we add the metadata isolation support
(cf. Section 6.1).

• R-Vigil: based on I-PLM, we add the device state schedul-
ing support (cf. Section 6.2).

• O-Vigil: based on R-Vigil, we add the dynamic non-
determinism scheduling support (cf. Section 6.2).

(a) p99.9 tail latency.
Figure 11: Tail latency.

(a) Base and SILK. (b) PLM and I-PLM. (c) R-Vigil. (d) O-Vigil.
Figure 12: Time series analysis of representative workload (UserDB).
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Figure 13: CDF graphs.

(a) Average latency.
Figure 14: Normal cases.

Since Vigil-KV adopts the concept of array-level memory
and storage techniques making three NVM sets as a single
storage volume, we use conventional multiple device (md)
driver for Base and SILK as well to satisfy the fair perfor-
mance comparison among the configurations that we tested.

7.2 Long-tail Latency Analaysis

We analyze the long-tail latency on Get services by executing
all the Facebook and Yahoo workloads atop the six configura-
tions. As shown in Figure 11, UserDB, YCSB-A, and YCSB-F
show longer p99.9 tail latency than others due to their high
Put service ratio, which increases the LSM KV and SSD in-
ternal tasks. Meanwhile, ZippyDB and YCSB-D further exhibit
shorter tail latency than YCSB-B thanks to their high key-value
cache hit ratio, which can reduce the number of reads inter-
fered with by internal tasks. To understand how six different
configurations impact long-tail latency, Figure 12 analyzes
time series by selecting UserDB as a representative workload.
It shows both storage read latency (left axis with black line)
and write throughput (right axis with red line), which allow us
to infer how much LSM KV and SSD internal tasks interfere
with Get queries and when the internal tasks occur.
Base vs. SILK. As shown in Figure 11, SILK only reduces
5% of the tail compared to Base, on average. Even though
UserDB can capture the user idle behaviors while YCSB work-
loads cannot, still there was not an enough idle time to sched-
ule LSM KV internal tasks as shown in Figure 12a. Thus, the
delayed compaction starts to interfere with Get services from
2600 seconds in SILK, and the storage read latency spikes.
SILK vs. PLM. PLM experiences the tail similar to Base (5.4%
longer than SILK), which indicates that Vigil-KV hardware
cannot guarantee latency determinism without Vigil-KV soft-
ware. As shown in the top of Figure 12b, Vigil-KV hardware
is in NDWIN most of the time (red background) since WAL
or journaling breaks the DTWIN’s write-free condition.
PLM vs. I-PLM. Therefore, I-PLM isolates WAL and jour-
naling to dedicated meta-set and securing NDWIN (white
background) as shown in the bottom of Figure 12b. Since
UserDB has a higher Put service ratio than others, it experi-
ences 24.4% shorter long-tail latency compared to PLM, while
others achieve 12% shorter long-tail latency, on average.
I-PLM vs. R-Vigil. As shown in Figure 12c, R-Vigil

schedules NDWIN across three kv-sets and guarantees latency
determinism as much as possible by reconstructing reads
with DTWIN kv-sets. Thus, it can reduce long-tail latency by
48.2% compared to I-PLM, on average. As shown in Figure
11, especially for high Put service workloads (YCSB-A and
YCSB-C), they exhibit 70% shorter long-tail latency than I-
PLM. However, R-Vigil still exhibits long-tail latency due to
NDWIN overflow (cf. 736 ∼ 809 seconds in Figure 12c).
R-Vigil vs. O-Vigil. Therefore, O-Vigil strongly guar-
antees the latency determinism with out dynamic NDWIN ad-
justment. O-Vigil reduces long-tail latency by 33.5% than R-
Vigil, on average, while high Put service workloads (UserDB,
YCSB-A and YCSB-F) can achieve shorter long-tail latency
59%. As shown in Figure 12d, O-Vigil dynamically sched-
ules LSM KVs internal tasks.

Note that O-Vigil not only reduces the long-tail latency
of the Base by 3.19×, on average, but also guarantees under
500us Get service latency across all the workloads.

7.3 Analysis of Different-level Latency

Tail latency distribution. To understand the impact of Vigil-
KV for the different levels of tail-latency, we analyze the CDF
of Get latency for three representative workloads, such as
UserDB, YCSB-A, and YCSB-D. Since UserDB and YCSB-A are
high Put service ratio workloads, the long-tail of Get latency
start from p99 as shown in Figures 13a and 13b. On the other
hand, as YCSB-D has higher Get service ratio workloads and
most of the Get is serviced from the key-value cache, the
long-tail of Get latency start from p99.9 as shown in Figure
13c. Thus, for the YCSB-D workload, O-Vigil achieves 78%
shorter p99.99 long-tail latency than Base, while only 11% of
the long-tail is reduced at p99.9 latency. Not only for YCSB-D,
O-Vigil can further mitigates the p99.99 long-tail latency of
UserDB and YCSB-A by 69% and 94%, respectively.

Note that Vigil-KV can also guarantee the strong latency
determinism (us-scale latency of Get service) more than four
nines long-tail latency (p99.99) as shown in Figure 13.
Normal cases. Since Vigil-KV adds more software supports
than conventional LSM KV, it is important to analyze the Get
service latency of normal cases to check whether Vigil-KV
slows down the average Get latency or not. Figure 14 shows
the average latency of Get services for all the workloads and
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Figure 15: Memory consumption.

configurations, and we observed that Vigil-KV (O-Vigil) re-
duces the average Get latency by 34% compared to Base (not
increases the average Get latency). This is because of two
reasons: 1) Vigil-KV isolates the write I/O traffic of meta-
data (e.g., WAL and filesystem journaling) from the read I/O
traffic of Get service, and 2) Vigil-KV minimizes the data
reconstruction as much as possible. Note that, the reason why
ZippyDB and YCSB-D show shorter average Get latency com-
pared to other workloads is that they have a high key-value
cache hit ratio (which is not related to Vigil-KV solutions).

7.4 Memory Consumption and Scan Service
Time series analysis. Figure 15a shows memory consump-
tion of application-level (e.g., RocksDB’s Memtable) and
kernel-level (e.g., Vigil-KV driver’s plm_cache) during work-
load execution. We select ZippyDB as a representative work-
load since there is a large amount of storage writes by com-
paction internal tasks (cf. Table 2). While RocksDB period-
ically flushes Memtables to the underlying storage to main-
tain a certain threshold (e.g., 64MB) of the application-level
write buffer, Vigil-KV has to cache/buffer write requests until
the target kv-set reaches NDWIN. Thus, the memory usage
of plm_cache increases when LSM KV internal tasks (e.g.,
Memtable flush and compaction) occur. However, Vigil-KV
supports dynamic adjustment for NDWIN being aware of the
memory limits of plm_cache which can regulate the maxi-
mum memory consumption.
Sensitivity test. To understand the impact of plm_cache’s
memory limits to the average latency of Get services, we
perform sensitivity tests by increasing the memory limits from
50MB to 1.6GB as shown in Figure 15b. While extremely low
memory limit (e.g., 50MB) exhibits long normal latency of
more than 80us, a few hundreds of MB plm_cache is enough
to serve normal Get latency without performance degradation.

Note that, although Vigil-KV delays LSM KV internal
tasks until target kv-sets reach NDWIN, it does not increase
memory footprints or degrade the Get latency, unlike prior
studies (e.g., TRIAD [22], PebblesDB [23], and SILK [24]).
Performance with Scan. Vigil-KV mainly considers improv-
ing the performance of Get queries as a first-class citizen.
This is because Get of most large-scale workloads (Facebook
[12] and Yahoo [74]) account for 78% of the total queries in
the workloads that we tested. While Scan in contrast accounts
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Figure 16: Performance analysis of Scan queries.

for 3% of the total queries, its query latency may also be im-
portant for a specific workload such as scanning many posts
in parallel (e.g., YCSB-E).

In this subsection, we compare the latency behaviors of
Vigil-KV (O-Vigil) with those of SILK by evaluating YCSB-
E as the representative of Scan-sensitive workloads (95% and
5% for Scan and Put, respectively). Figure 16a shows the
comparison for the average (p50) and p99.9 latency. Since
RocksDB performs readahead and prefetch in default, the se-
quentially of Scan exhibits many cache hits. Similar to YCSB-
D, this in turn benefits the average latency marginal as Scan
operations of both O-Vigil and SILK from memory than de-
vices in most cases. However, such readahead and prefetch
techniques cannot avoid every I/O request and hide all the
read latency that the underlying SSD exposes. Vigil-KV can
support deterministic latency for such cases, thereby offering
1.6× shorter p99.9 latency of SILK. This performance benefit
becomes more promising as the degree of the long-tail latency
gets higher. As shown in Figure 16b, even though there are
few Put operations, they lead LSM KV internal tasks, which
can make p99.9∼p99.999 tail-latency much longer. Vigil-KV
can remove such long-tail latency with hardware/software
co-designed strong latency determinism, thereby improving
the tail latency by 1.6× ∼ 4×.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Vigil-KV, a hardware and software
co-designed framework that eliminates long-tail latency by
introducing strong latency determinism into LSM KVs. We
evaluate diverse Facebook and Yahoo scenarios with Vigil-
KV, and our empirical evaluation shows that Vigil-KV can
reduce the tail latency of the baseline KV system by 3.19×
while reducing the average latency by 34% as well.
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